IT'S A LONG ONE!
The new Beatles record

The Beatles' first single to be issued on their own Apple label combines two of the longest tracks they have ever recorded. The "A" side "Hey Jude" runs for 7 min, 56 sec, and the flip side "Revolution" is 4 min, 20 sec long—giving a total playing time of almost 11 minutes.

"Hey Jude" features mainly Paul McCartney in the main vocal role and also features a 40-piece orchestra, the largest the group has used since "A Day In The Life". On the flip, "Revolution", the lead vocal is sung mainly by John Lennon.

The Beatles press officer, Tony Barrow, told English press, "There is no such thing as a lead singer on a Beatles single, but Paul and John take the dominant vocal parts on the tracks."

The record was released in England today, and as yet, no definite release date is available for Australia.
**Dylan May Never Perform Again**

Bob Dylan is unlikely ever to appear in concert again. This is the verdict of Paul Williams, chief music critic of the world-famous The Sunday Times, who says that the folk singer is virtually finished. However, Dylan is expected to start work on a new album soon.

**Iron Butterfly May Fly Here**

By David Elphick

The Iron Butterfly are another of the American West Coast groups that are breaking into the international scene.

**Hey Guys and Gals**

Want to make some extra coin? Why not sell some used records on eBay for TV advertising, photographic modelling, demonstrating, etc. It can only cost you 25p a record. Phone 881882 TODAY.

**5th Column**

A new Richard Harris single has taken the sound track off Camelot, the film in which he starred and in which he is credited as "Richard The Gentleman." The single is "I'll Remember May."

**Barbed Wires**

Rumbles from the Tum

We are pleased to announce that Ronnie's new single will be produced by Twisted Wire Records. Ronnie Burs will be back in Sydney soon for a Tucadero show during the holidays.

**Local Pop Gossip**

**Twilight to Produce Ronnie's New Single**

Ronnie Bums will be back in Sydney soon for a Tucadero show during the holidays.

**Leviathan**

Youths Shop - 3rd floor - City Store

**Dysonne**

Record success

The Dysonne, after a series of chart hits during 1966, are currently riding high with their latest single, "Dysonne." The group has been touring extensively and is currently on a UK tour.

**Normie Rowe**

"Born To Be By Your Side"

WALTON'S SWINGS

"Break Out"

SMASH NEW SINGLE OUT NOW!
News from around the nation

DEL SHANNON FOR AUSTRALIA

DEL SHANNON flies into Sydney next month, not for a pay check but for a nightflight engagement at the Banana Days Festival. The P.A.C. promoter's plan is to bring in the American act for a drive to the festival to which the band is flying in, a plan that is expected to create quite the stir when the news breaks. DEL SHANNON is primarily a pop singer, but the band is expected to be drawn into the pop scene as well.

KEVIN PEEK ON STAGE AGAIN

Kevin Peek, former member of the band The Seekers, is scheduled to make an appearance on stage again in Sydney. Peek left the band several years ago and has since been working on his own projects. This time, he's bringing his new band, The Kevin Peek Band, to town.

DOUG PARKINSON IN FOCUS SPLIT

Sydney's top group has split. A combination of circumstances caused the rift. Personality clashes combined with frustrations (second and third in the Battle of the Sounds) and record failures destroyed the group.

LARRY'S REBELS RETURN FROM NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand group Larry's Rebels returned to Melbourne last month, following a successful tour of the country. The band has been busy recording new material and is expected to release a new album soon.

THE CHEROKEES

they love those girls

The Cherokees are back with a new record. The Cherokees had an incredible chart success with their last release, "Happy Medium," which reached number one. The new single, "Be My Lover," is expected to follow in the same footsteps and is already attracting a lot of attention.

HOBBIES AND PASTIMES

Flash in the pastime - which Normie loves

Flash, the Japanese pop group, has been keeping busy with their music career. The group has been touring extensively and releasing new singles and albums regularly.

AMEERICAN CONTRACT

The song was written by The Cherokees, with additional arrangements by The Cherokees. The song is expected to be released later this month.
FREE RECORD  
IF YOU SUBSCRIBE TO GO-SET NOW

NO DATES FOR ME

Dear Leslie,

Make sure you don't miss a feature-packed issue! Be first with the latest news and photographs. Get your copy delivered to your door every Tuesday.

With your subscription you receive absolutely free any one of these Festival hits.

I Was Born To Be Your Slave—Melanie
You're a Strange One—Vanilla Fudge
This Guy's In Love With You—Mike Alpy
Windy Day—Executives
Sweet Boy—Johnny Young
Grass In The Grass—Hugo Montoya
San Francisco—Sonny Bono
People Get to Be Free—Rascals
Mothers And Fathers—Jonne Sands

Send off this coupon today and get Go-Set every week plus a free disc of your choice!

Post Box
1812, Melbourne

JONNE SANDS IS A GAS

Dear Go-Set,

Australia is barbaric

Dear Go-Set,

Send this coupon today and get
Go-Set every week plus a free disc of your choice!

DEAR LESLIE PIXIE

No dates for me

Dear Leslie,

I think you're being a bit too hard on yourself. Everyone has their ups and downs. It's important to take care of yourself.

With best regards,

Leslie

The Zoot—Thinking Pink

Adelaide's top group, The Zoot, are currently touring in Sydney and Melbourne with manager Norman Byrnes. The boys have been promoted to local radio stations in both cities and are currently working on recording material for their new album.

The Zoot

Send this coupon today and get Go-Set every week plus a free disc of your choice!
With 118 years in the music business, Allans would like to teach you something.

Learning a musical instrument is a must for rewarding entertainment — and Allans School of Music is the best place to begin. Fill in the coupon for the School brochure and find out how easily you can enjoy the world of music. Opens September 2.

ALBUMS

FATS DOMINO SWINGS HIS PIANO SELTERS
Imperial

There have been many albums with vocalists and pianists, but none of the few who can claim to be one of the best. Fats Domino is one of the best, and his latest album "Swings His Piano Sels" is a wonderful addition to his repertoire. It features some of his greatest hits, including "Blue Monday," "I'm Walkin,'" and "I'm in the Mood for Love," all performed with the same style and flair that made him famous. The result is an album that is sure to delight any fan of Fats Domino's music.

SOUL DIRECTIONS
Arthur Conley - Atlantic

Arthur Conley is a soul and rhythm & blues singer who has been around for many years. His latest album, "Soul Directions," features some of his best-known songs, including "Sweet Soul Music," "sweet Soul Music," and "Sad Love." The album is a must-listen for fans of soul music.

LOOK FOR THEIR FIRST LP SOON

THE DENANGELI

One of the best new groups in modern music, The Denanglei have been making great music for a while now. Their latest album, "Looking for Their First LP Soon," features some of their best songs, including "Looking for Their First LP Soon," "Looking for Their First LP Soon," and "Looking for Their First LP Soon." The album is a must-listen for fans of modern music.
The Beatles "Apple Tailoring" shop in London opened its doors a short but spectacular career. Is it hard to believe it, being owned by the Beatles?

The shop, located in the trendy Soho area of London, had a bright white exterior with a sign that read "Apple Tailoring" in gold letters. There was nothing particularly unique about the building — it was just another of the many fashionable businesses in the area.

The Beatles' company, Apple, also launched music publishing as well as film and record production. On the opening day of "Apple Tailoring," George Harrison, his wife Pattie, and John Lennon turned up to unveil a fashion parade of some of the suits on sale.

George Harrison said, "I'm not quite sure how I became involved in all this, but I think it's a great idea. As far as I can remember, we just bought a few clothes from the shop, and now it's running it — and the next thing I know we own it!"

Now, only a few weeks after the shop opened, it closed. The stock was given away to passersby.

The shop was not losing money, the Beatles insisted that they wanted to concentrate on making films and records, and becoming creative people.

Paul McCartney said, "In the past, there were crooks who had to go on their hands and knees for work. Now it's that where if you're good you're recognized."

George and Pattie Harrison at the opening party. Notice Pattie's 3D's make-up, including red lipstick

John Lennon, outside Apple Tailoring, with one of the models

John standing in his old red coat outside the shop

Apple Tailoring

a Crittle
**GO-SET PIN-UP**

Jane Asher & Paul McCartney

"Why don't you..."

Write about up and coming groups? We've often asked this question, so this week, we've got facts about four groups, from four different States, who are all on their way up in the pop scene!

**COOKIES**

Brisbane

Since December last year, Marcia Jones and the Cookies have been wowing audiences all over Australia. Everyone knows about Marcia Jones, but few people know about the group the Cookies!

Marcia, Wendy and Beverley Cooke have been together as a group for about a year and a half, appearing on the Cookie's "Countdown" on "The Ticket," as well as several other radio and television programs on the Gold Coast.

The Cookies, who were formed last year, have taken over a natural dancefloor, where they have been welcomed with open arms.

The group's sound is a mixture of soft rock and folk, with Marcia's strong voice being the highlight.

Marcia and Wendy Cooke have both been in the group for a year, while Beverley has been a member for six months.

Marcia and Wendy Cooke were discovered by a music manager, who heard them perform at a local festival.

Marcia Cooke, 17, and Wendy Cooke, 16, were both selected to represent Australia at the World Music Awards in London this year.

**BEATEN TRACKS**

Perth

The Beetles Tracks arrived in Melbourne for the final of The Battle Of The Sounds. They worked the scene in Melbourne for two weeks after the competition and then returned to Perth to prepare for their tour of the group there, but later had to come back to the Eastern States shortly, for another tour at the same.

The group covers a wide range of material, including hits by The Beatles, Monkees and Beach Boys, as well as original material by the group. They have been described as "the new Monkees." The group's lead singer, Warren Morris, is also a member of the Australian band, The Monkees.

The group's sound is a mixture of pop and rock, with Warren Morris's strong voice being the highlight.

The group's name, Beetles Tracks, is a play on the popular Australian band, The Monkees.

**BLACK ORCHIDS**

Tasmania

The Black Orchids won the Tasmanian section of this year's The Battle Of The Sounds. The group has a large following in Tasmania and is popular in other States as well.

The group's sound is a mixture of pop, rock and folk, with the lead singer, Lillian Black, being the highlight.

The group has had several offers to perform in other States, but they have refused, saying they want to stay in Tasmania.

**CARNIVAL**

Melbourne

They come from a different musical background in the depths of the Victorian bush. They practice every day and night, and tour all over Victoria, and even perform on the pop scene — a new, well-known young pop group.

The group's sound is a mixture of pop, rock and folk, with the lead singer, Lillian Black, being the highlight.

The group has had several offers to perform in other States, but they have refused, saying they want to stay in Tasmania.
THE VIBRANTS-
AT IT AGAIN

With a new record — the Vibrants are out to get to
the top again.

The Vibrants were a top group on the scene eight months ago. Now after a change of
line-up, a different image, both in sound and on stage, they are attempting again, to get
into the top bracket of the pop scene.

With their record "Terrible Way to Treat Your Mother," they hit the top for a while, but
then faded away.

Their answer — "Why should we? We've been too busy forming the group together,
rather than concentrating on original material. We have been performing, so our next record
will be an original.

There is no room for original-thin jazz and rock groups. We are looking for something
we can't just buy or steal. We want it to be something we can create.

The Vibrants have been together for over two years. We have been performing constantly,
and we have been together for a long time. We are not just a group, we are a family.
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IN THE BLACK AND WHITE TRADITION

Black estate jumpsuit. Tiny buttons down the front and zip-up back. Can be worn as is or with cover-up underneath. Priced at $28.00.

The ever-smart little black and white dress. White insert on bodice and white cuffed sleeves. Made in wool mix light enough for spring. Reduced to $10.00.

EVER SMART COLORS AND STYLES. BOTH OBTAINABLE AT LIVERPOOL'S NEW IN SHOPPES (and other branches).
WILDSIDE SPECIAL
BILLY THORPE
AND THE AZTECS

ST. AUGUSTINE HALL
SOMERVILLE RD.
YARRAVILLE

FRI

Mr. Frank Traynor &
the Jazz Freaks

THAT'S $1
ADMISSION

HUSH!!!
SUN SEPT 1st
JAMES TAYLOR MOVE
THE GATHERING

A SPECIAL SUMMER SET UP FOR THE
CONTEMPORARY PROGRAMME
8.30 11.30 P.M.

CAPRI THEATRE
MURRUMBEENA ROAD
Just up from Murrumbeena Station

PROMOTERS, ORGANISERS
AND GROUPS:
Book through Peter Forno at
311 9377
(AFTER DARK)

INDEPENDENT AGENCY
AGENTS FOR:
- The Gentry
- The Van Winkle Band
- The Orange
- The Aces
- The Aftermath
- Joy Lennon
- The Brown Eyed Handsome Jam
- and many others

WANTED
More Good Groups and Entertainers

INDEPENDENT TALENT, 31 COVENTRY ST., SOUTH MELBOURNE
PHONE 69 5592
A.H.
DENNIS 26 0016

THE MUSICAL "THAT'S LIFE"
"FROM HEAVENLY HENCHMAN TO TICKET COLLECTOR!"
HAVING SPENT MOST OF HIS GOLD ON CHICKS - OUR
ERRANT CEREB (no relation to Les Gillier) IS FORCED TO
WORK ON THE TICKET BOX. PEOPLE SAY THAT THIS HIGH
LIVING DOWN ON THE GROUND IS STARTING TO TELL ON
OUR EX-ANGEL - WHEN ASKED, HE JUST SMILES AND
SHRUGS AND SAYS:

"THAT'S LIFE"
FRIDAY - A FIRST WITH
MAX MERRITT & METEORS
BLACKIES BABIES, NINETEEN 87
SATURDAY-DIVINE REVELATION
JERRY & THE JOY BOYS
LENNY CORN
DREAM, PARTY MACHINE
BAY CITY UNION, 5424

28 Chapel St.
PRAHRAN
NEW TREND
this SAT.
somebody’s image
soul experience
suzanne boyde
COFFEE LOUNGE, TV ROOM, GIVEAWAYS.
MEMORIAL HALL (opp station)
DAVE MCCALLUM POWER SET
PACKS ‘EM IN AGAIN!!  THIS SAT. A
SURPRISE PACK SPECTACLE WITH THE
MAX MERRITT AND THE METEORS
THE FAB BARBARY CHARLES DREAM
ORMOND B.S.L. 2 MIN. STATION

PENTHOUSE

PACKS ‘EM IN AGAIN!!  THIS SAT. A
SURPRISE PACK SPECTACLE WITH THE
MAX MERRITT AND THE METEORS
THE FAB BARBARY CHARLES DREAM
ORMOND B.S.L. 2 MIN. STATION

80 DAYS A WEEK:
TUESDAY:
12.30 a.m. Dolly Keane
1.00 a.m. The Tug
6.00 a.m. Robbi Falcon
11.00 a.m. Jack Smith

WEDNESDAY:
Prince Albert George
The Get Up
The Road

THURSDAY:
Get Up
The Road

FRIDAY:
Milk

SATURDAY:
The Get Up
The Road

SUNDAY:
The Get Up
The Road

CATCHER
471 FLINDERS LANE
FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY:
Max Merritt and The Meteors
AGAIN, BY SPECIAL REQUEST THE FABULOUS LA DE DAS ALL NIGHT, 8 TO 11, WITH MAX AND THE METEORS ROCKING ON FROM 12 TO 2

SATURDAY

MAX MERRITT AND THE METEORS
LA DE DAS

THE FOREMOST GROUP IN AUSTRALIA
THE TWILIGHTS APPEARING BETWEEN 11 AND 12 AND MAX MERRITT AND METEORS FROM 10 TO MIDNIGHT

SUNDAY:

CATCHER
471 FLINDERS LANE

BENDER
SOMETIMES SO SOON AS THE SUN POSES OVER THE HORIZON, SOMEONE'S IMAGINE JAMES TAYLOR MOVES TO THE BROWNS

RINGWOOD TOWN HALL
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